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In the same way there is no such 'thing'
as a candle flame – only an everrenewing stream of incandescent particles –
so too there is no such 'thing' as a
whirlpool – only the ever-changing water
which is whirlpooling.
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These are metaphors for Chinese ideas of
tao and ch'i that go back 2,300 years or
more. This booklet combines translations
taken from a little-known early Taoist
book, the Nei-Yeh, with paraphrases of
recent scholarly ideas and photographs.
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Preface
As described in the simultaneouslypublished PDF The Process of Reality, I
first acquired some understanding of Taoist
thinking about thirty years ago when I
read Alan Watts’ book Tao: The
watercourse way. This is in many ways
a remarkable book revealing just how
much Chinese thinking differs from Western
assumptions – and never more so than
with the deeper and more philosophical
levels of thinking – yet Watts explains
these ideas with utmost clarity.
However, while Watts was undoubtedly an
inspired and inspirational thinker, his
writings tell us as much about his own
ways of thinking as they tell us about the
overt subject matter. Other scholars, most
notably Kristopher Schipper, Isabelle Robinet
and Harold Roth, have provided a more
detailed – yet more sober – approach to
Taoist thinking.
Above all, Watts could
only write about Taoism as scholars –
occidental and oriental alike – understood
Taoism in the 1960s and early 1970s.
What none of them could have anticipated
is how both archaeological discoveries of
ancient texts together with profound
advances in scholarly understanding have
changed what we know about early
Taoism.
This work draws in large part from the
works of two of those scholars – Isabelle
Robinet and Harold Roth. Mostly I have
adapted Roth’s translations of the Nei-yeh
– as with all translations there is a trade
off between retaining ‘formal aspects’ and
expressing the meaning. As Roth provides
an extensive commentary on his
translations I have taken the liberty of
changing a few words here and there.
Two other sections are my attempts to
reword their more discursive style of
explaining key words and concepts into
the quasi-poetic idiom of such early Taoist
texts as the Nei-yey or Tao te Ching.
The result is faux early Taoism – but the
idiom seems more suited to the subject
than the idiom of modern Western
scholarship.

This work was conceived while working
on The Process of Reality and is intended
to be read as a ‘spin off’ from that more
extensive work. The title, Taking a
Whirlpool Home in a Bucket, is a
quotation from Watts’ Tao: The watercourse
way intended to reflect the impossibility of
capturing the ever-changing nature of the
tao and of ch'i. In the same way there
is no such 'thing' as a candle flame –
only an ever-renewing stream of
incandescent particles – so too there is no
such 'thing' as a whirlpool – only the
ever-changing water which is whirlpooling.
The use of photographs to accompany the
translations was inspired by Gia-Fu Feng
and Jane English’s 1970s translations of the
Tao te Ching and Chuang Tsu which
were published with English’s inspirational
photographs.
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The Tao is the Way.
The Way is the ultimate power.
It is both transcendent yet immanent.
It is a unifying principle beyond the grasp of any single thing;
this is why it is called ‘The One’, ‘the unhewn’ and ‘the simple’.
Mysteriously it generates all phenomena.
In every moment of our lives it serves as an inner guide.
Although ineffable, so cannot be known as an object,
we can merge with the Way and directly experience it.
This is known as total self-transcendence.
(paraphrase of Roth 1999: 44)

Clear! As though right by your side.
Vague! As though it will not be attained.
Indiscernable! As though beyond the limitless.
[…]

Silent! None can hear its sound.
[…]

Obscure! We do not see its form.
(Nei-yeh chapter 4; translation Roth 1999: 52)

The Way has no fixed position;
It abides within the excellent mind.
When the mind is tranquil and the vital breath is regular,
The Way can thereby be halted.
The Way is not distant from us;
When people attain it they are sustained.
That Way is not separated from us;
When people accord with it they are harmonious.
[…]

Cultivate your mind, make your thoughts tranquil,
And the Way can thereby be attained.
(Nei-yeh chapter 5; translation Roth 1999: 54)

As for the Way:
it is what the mouth cannot speak of,
the eyes cannot see,
and the ears cannot hear.
(Nei-yeh chapter 6; translation based on Roth 1999: 56)

The Way fills the entire world.
It is everywhere that people are,
But people are unable to understand this.
When you are released by the Tao
You reach up to the heavens above,
You stretch down to the earth below,
You permeate the nine inhabited regions.
What does it mean to be released by the Tao?
The answer abides in the calmness of the mind.
When your mind is well-ordered, your senses are well-ordered.
When your mind is calm, your senses are calmed.
What makes them well-ordered is the mind.
What makes them calm is the mind.
By means of the mind you store the mind:
Within the mind there is yet another mind.
That mind within the mind is an awareness preceding words.
Only
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after
after
after
after

there
there
there
it is

is awareness does it take shape.
is shape is there a word.
is a word is it realised.
realised is there order.

Without order, you will always be chaotic.
If chaotic, you die.
(Nei-yeh chapter 14; translation based on Roth 1999: 72) *

The vital essence of all things:
It is this that brings them to life.
It generates the five grains below
And becomes the constellations above.
When flowing amid the heavens and the earth
We call it ghostly and numinous
When stored within the chests of human beings,
We call them sages.
(Nei-yeh chapter 14; translation based on Roth 1999: 46)

The mysterious vital energy within the mind:
One moment it arrives, the next is departs.
So fine, there is nothing within it;
So vast, there is nothing outside it.
We lose it because of mental agitation.
When the mind holds on to tranquillity,
The Way becomes naturally stabilised.
(Nei-yeh chapter 26; translation based on Roth 1999: 96)

Ch’i is neither matter nor spirit.
It existed before the world
And everything in the world is only an aspect of it.
When condensed chi becomes life,
When diluted chi becomes indefinite potential.
When chi expands it turns and animates the world;
While turning it spreads itself into every corner of space and time.
It has no detectable existence except for the forms it takes
and in the transformations of these forms.
When these forms die they become ch’i once again.
Ch’i gives form to [zao] and transforms [hua] everything.
Zaohua is creation without a creator:
it defines the form but changes it constantly.
The only constant reality is ch’i in its transformations:
the constant coming and going
from diluted and undetectable
to condensed and manifest.
Ch’i is like infinite potential energy:
the myriad things are nothing but ch’i.
Yet when the myriad things disappear
the ch’i remains.
(paraphrase of Robinet 1967: 7–8)

Therefore this vital energy is:
Bright!
Dark!
Vast!
Lofty!

As
As
As
As

if
if
if
if

ascending the heavens.
entering an abyss.
dwelling in an ocean.
dwelling on a mountain peak.

Therefore this vital energy
Cannot be halted by force,
Yet can be secured by an inner power,
Cannot be summoned by speech,
Yet can be welcomed by the awareness.
Reverently hold on to it and do not lose it:
This is called ‘developing inner power’.
When inner power develops and
wisdom emerges,
The myriad things will, to the last one,
be intuitively known.
(Nei-yeh chapter 2; translation based on Roth 1999: 48)

When your body is not aligned
The inner power will not come.
When you are not tranquil within,
Your mind will not be well-ordered.
Align your body, assist the inner power
Then it will gradually come on its own.
(Nei-Yey chapter 11, translation based on Roth 1999: 66)

According to chapter 4 of the Nei-Yeh, daily we
make use of the ‘inner power’ [te] of the Way
[tao]. And the description of the ‘vital essence’
[ching] in chapter 4 resembles the very Way itself
(Roth 1999: 102). So, in this one chapter of the
Nei-Yeh the three words which make up the
customary title of a later early Taoist work – the
Tao te Ching – appear as near-synonyms.

Energy and matter are not distinct: both reside in the notion of ch’i.
We can call ch’i both ‘vital energy’ and ‘vital breath’.
The heaviest ch’i is found in mountains and rocks.
The most ethereal ch’i is found in inner tranquillity.
In between, ch’i is found in the life-giving fluids of all living things;
It is found too in our rages and lusts.
When most concentrated yet refined and ethereal ch’i is known as ching.
We call ching ‘vital essence’.
This vital essence manifests in three realms of the universe.
This vital essence resembles the very Way itself.
We cannot perceive this vital essence,
Yet we see what it accomplishes.
It is a constantly moving power
Which comes and goes in our mind.
When we store ching within our heart or mind
We become sages.
When this vital essence is numinous we call it ching shen;
Some call this ‘psychic energy’.
With ching shen may come shen ming.
Shen ming is ‘numinous clarity’.
Numinous clarity is a profound state of mind.
This profound state of mind is always fleeting.
(paraphrase of Roth 1999: 42–3; 101–3)

There is a numinous mind naturally residing within:
One moment it goes, the next it comes,
And not one is able to conceive of it.
If you lose it you are inevitably disordered;
If you attain it you are inevitably well-ordered.
Diligently clean out its lodging place
And its vital essence will naturally arrive.
Still your attempts to imagine and conceive of it.
Relax your efforts to reflect on and control it.
Be reverent and diligent,
And its vital essence will naturally stabilise.
Grasp it and don’t let go
Then the eyes and ears won’t overflow
And the mind will have nothing else to seek.
When a properly aligned mind resides within you
The myriad things will be seen in their proper perspective.
(Nei-yeh chapter 13; translation Roth 1999: 70)

Those who can transform even a single thing,
call them ‘numinous’.
Those who can alter even a single situation,
call them ‘wise’.
But to transform without expending vital energy;
to alter without expending wisdom:
Only exemplary persons who hold fast
to the One are able to do this.
Hold fast to the One; do not lose it,
And you will be able to master the myriad things.
Exemplary persons act upon things,
And are not acted upon by them,
Because they grasp the guiding principle of the One.
(Nei-yeh chapter 9; translation Roth 1999: 62)

The perceptible form of the mind’s
vital energy
Is brighter than the sun and moon,
And more apparent than the concern
of parents.
(Nei-yeh chapter 18; translation Roth 1999: 80)

The numinous mind: no one knows its limit.
It intuitively knows the myriad things.
Hold it within you, do not let it waver.
Not disrupting your sense with external things,
Not disrupting your mind with your senses:
This is called ‘grasping it within you’.
(Nei-yeh chapter 7; translation based on Roth 1999: 68)

